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Outline 

  GEM R&D and assembly facilities at UVa 

  Cosmic test results 

  Update on the 40 × 50 cm2 GEM prototype 
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GEM R&D and assembly facility at UVa 

  A 3.5 × 3 m2 class 1000 clean room 
  Used for the assembly of BigBite drift chambers 

and GEM tracker with 10 × 10 cm2 chambers 
  Located in a large (4.5 m x 9 m) semi-clean area. 
  Accessories (clean room table, HV Gas box,…. 
  Additional clean room to be added later this year 

  Assembly of the large chamber 
  Ultrasonic bath model Elmasonic S900H (Jlab) for 

the GEM spacers and the stretcher parts 
  Liquid dispenser unit (Fisnar JB1113-Lf) 

  Setting up the GEM lab @ UVa 
  the test and commissioning of the chambers 
  16 channels Wiener HV power supply (VME) 
  Picoammeter model Keithley 6487 
  CODA based DAQ 
  2 APV readout systems 
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GEM R&D and assembly facility at UVa 
  The mechanical stretcher  

  Use for stretching GEM foil and glue it to spacer 
frames to keep it flat 

  Stretch the foil to a tension bigger than 1kg/cm 
  Method developed by Bencivenni. Et al. (LNF 

Italy) for LHCb GEM chambers 

  Design from the 1st SBS GEM prototype   
  By E. Cisbani (INFN Roma/Catania, Italy)  
  We are implementing some minor improvement 
  Drawings almost completed and will be sent to 

production soon 
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GEM R&D and assembly facility at UVa 
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  10 × 10 cm2 GEM prototypes 

  3 working chambers for the tracker,  

  2 mores to be assembled soon 

  trigger GEM chamber with pad readout 

  Scalable Readout System (SRS) 

  Multi channel scalable readout system developed 
by the CERN-based RD51 coll.  

  Small system @ UVa with up to 2048 ch  
  4 small GEM chambers with X/Y readout 

  Currently running with a standalone ALICE DAQ 
(DATE) and Monitoring (AMORE) software. 

  Integration of the SRS into CODA under 
development 



Cosmic test results 
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GEM1 
 X‐strips 

GEM1 
 Y‐strips 

GEM2 
 X‐strips 

GEM2 
Y‐strips 

  Tracker with small chambers at Jlab  
  for a couple of weeks last December 
  Chinese group made with HV scan data 

  We also set up a tracker at JLab 



Cosmic test results 
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  Charge sharing between X-strips and Y-strips 
  Problem with the charge distribution for GEM1 
  One possible reason can be geometry induction gap different than 2 mm 

  X/Y correlation used to resolve hits from multi hits events 

GEM2  GEM1 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Rome APV Electronics System 
GEM ⇒ FEC ⇒  ADC+VME Controller ⇒  DAQ 

We now have all hardware components for 2800 chans. 
•  Evaristo, Paolo and the technicians visited Uva in December and helped 

us setup the system 
•  Almost ready to go; Evasito will finalize the setup during February visit. 
•  Alexandre is starting to port with CODA with Evaristo’s help 
•   Hope to have ready for next beam tests.  
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On going studies with 10 cm x 10 cm chambers 
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  Received a set of compact voltage dividers from CERN 
  Gains, spark rates etc. well studied for this combination of resistors 
  We are doing gain studies with this with prototypes now 
  Designing mounting fixture for this divider 

  Plans for   R&D for the trigger GEM with pad readout 
  Geometry an Gas mixture to improve time resolution of the chamber 
  Test the  digital readout  SRS development with VFAT chip 

  A Beam Test run with 4  10 cm x 10 cm  chambers and the pad 
chamber starting in late March  



Update on the 40×50 cm2 GEM prototype 
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  We have received several components for the SBS GEM prototype 
  7 GEM foils from CERN workshop (6 for 2 prototypes + a spare one) 
  2 bad GEMs foils to be used as mockup for the training on the stretching 
  The spacer frames from RESARM (Belgium) 
  The Araldite epoxy glue and Conformal coating for sealing the chamber 

  We are still waiting for the X/Y strips readout board 
  3 readouts under production at CERN 
  2 different designs that we would like to test (see next slides) 
  Expect to be delivered by the end of February 2012 

  We are working on the design and production of the stretcher  
  The stretcher is to apply tension on the GEM foil during assembly to glue it to the spacer 
  Design and production on going 

Plan to complete construction and testing by end of March 
Plan to start work on the next set of (4) prototype chambers after that  



Update on the 40 × 50 cm2 GEM prototype 

  Some modification on the initial SBS readout design  
  Increasing the area for grounding to improve the noise level 
  Replace the ZIF connectors by the Panasonic connectors  
  2 GEM prototypes will be built one with each readout design 
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SBS readout ( E.Cisbani, INFN Italy) New design  (K. Gnanvo. Uva)   

ZIF connectors  Panasonic connectors 



Cosmic test results with 10 × 10 cm2 GEM 
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Total charge distribution and charge sharing in X and Y strips in GEM2 


